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High-Energy Bremsstrahlung in Electron-Proton Collisions
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The cross section for the bremsstrahlung resulting from high-energy collisions of electrons with protons
is calculated, considering the electrons as extreme relativistic and taking into consideration the proton's
recoil, anomalous magnetic moment, bremsstrahlung, and form factors. The final cross section is integrated
over the recoil proton and final photon to obtain a formula of interest for the Stanford accelerator experi-
ments. The computation of the integrated cross section, made without regard for radiative corrections and
mesonic contributions, is estimated to be accurate to 2% in the energy ranges of interest. This cross section
is corrected for radiative effects, which produce an additional uncertainty of less than 5% and possibly as
little as 1%. Resonance effects due to meson interactions in the "virtual Compton effect" diagrams, how-
ever, become significant in the range of interest. Their contribution to the cross section is discussed.

L INTRODUCTION

HE calculations described here have been moti-
vated by the experiments now being carried out

at Stanford' on the production of pions by electrons.
Bremsstrahlung (above the pion threshold) will be a
competing background eGect for the primary process
of pion production. A theoretical knowledge of its size
in the range of interest is useful as a supplement to
experimental procedures of subtracting the eQ'ect.

For the inelastically scattered electron of laboratory
momentum ps', observed at a fixed laboratory angle
02', the cross section may be considered as a function
of two invariants, which are chosen for convenience to
be 8', the center-of-mass energy of the photon and final
nucleon, and ~~', the incident energy of the electron in
the laboratory, so

d2a d~o

(W,ei').
dQs'dps' dQs'dps'

The present range of interest extends for values of 8'
from the pion threshold, W=1079 Mev, to about the
resonance energy, 8"=1235Mev, while values of ~&' up
to '/00 Mev (present limit of the Stanford accelerator)
have been considered.

The cross section dosidQ'sdP', shereafter referred to
as the integrated cross section, is an average over the
recoil proton and final photon. We have explicitly
evaluated it as a 'function of ~1', for Axed values of 8',
corresponding to the kinematics' of pion experiments
completed or in progress. An expression for the un-
integrated cross section, also given here, is applicable
to coincidence experiments being planned on the pro-
duction of pions by electrons, ' though the brems-
strahlung background is less important in this case.

Our work is an extension of previous calculations of
the bremsstrahlung matrix element and integrated
cross sections. ' We take into account the eGects of
proton recoil, bremsstrahlung by both the charge and
anomalous magnetic moment distributions of the proton
(using the Hofstadter proton form factors4), and
radiative corrections.

The diagrams considered are pictured in Figs. 1 and
2. Since the processes considered are extreme relativ-
istic for the electrons, terms involving the electron mass
may usually be neglected. The interference of I and II
was considered up to terms of order cfs/3P, where qo is
the four-momentum transferred to the proton. The
maximum value of q' in the range described above is
about (500 Mev)'. Since the interference terms (when
integrated over final photon and proton) only con-
tribute at most 3/q to the final integrated cross section,
this will result in an inaccuracy of less than 2%%u~ in
this region.

The radiative corrections were estimated for the
integrated cross section by taking into consideration
the fact that the major contribution to the integrated
cross section comes when the bremsstrahlung photon
is parallel to either the incident or Anal electron. The
major uncertainty in our estimate of the radiative
correction comes from the non-infrared-divergent part
of the real radiative corrections to the electrons in
Fig. 1. We have adopted directly the expressions given
by Bjorken, Drell, and Frautschi' for the closely related

FrG. 1. Electron brems-
strahlung diagrams.
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process of pair production, and refer to their paper
for details.

The "virtual Compton effect" of the diagrams in
Fig. 2 is treated here as a purely electrodynamic
phenomenon. However, higher-order corrections to
Fig. 2 involving virtual meson processes may become
important in the region we consider. These eAects are
discussed in Appendix D.

The charge and magnetic form factors of the proton
used here are those determined by the Stanford electron-
scattering experiments. These experiments determine
the form factors to be used in the electron brems-
strahlung (Fig. 1) for the real proton vertex, but the
form factors to be used in the proton bremsstrahlung
(Fig. 2) are unknown. Since more than one invariant
describes the proton vertex with both photon and
proton virtual in Fig. 2, the two Hofstadter form factors
may not be adequate for this process. However, for
simplicity, we have assumed that the form factors are
the same for both cases. We also treat the magnetic
and charge form factors as identical, in agreement with
the scattering results. '

where

I'.(q) =Fx(q')V.+(f /4M)I'g(q') (qV. V.—q),
(r)=G ( ')7 +( /4M)G (g')(r7 —7 r)
E= I'x(k'= 0)e".

We assume that the "virtual Compton e6ect" form
factors Gx, s (frozn II) are identical with those from I,
and that the charge and moment form factors are
identical:

The usual techniques' are used to compute the cross
section, averaged and summed over initial and final
spin and polarization states, neglecting terms of order
q'/M' in the interference of Mz and Mxx. In addition,

I
Mzz I' has been neglected.

The differential cross section is then

xrs dgk d'Pg d'Qg
~'(px+Qx —pg —Qg —&) Y,

47/ MPy 0 C2 ~2

II. CALCULATIONS

A. Unintegrated Cross Section

The notation used is the same as that of Schweber
et a/. ,' with boldface italics replacing letters with
slashes through them. ' Symbols and kinematics are
defined in Appendix A. The matrix elements used are
(aside from a common factor)

1
Mx= —

pg e 7"+7" ~ pi
q' ps+ fx—m pi —ft—xxs

—1
Mix =—(pg I

v"
I pi)

r2

1
X 2 E I'„' r I'„' r E

qg+f M —qx —a—M

J IIJ IIp

where

Y=4grsgM4sr8~
I
Mr+ Mix

I

' =F'(q') Y,i+8 (q')F (r') Y,„.
The dimensionless quantities Y,i and Y;„will be
written here in a form which is convenient for integra-
tion over the recoil proton and the final photon. (A
more concise form for Y,i is given. in Appendix B.This
form agrees with the analogous result for pair produc-
tion. ') Here terms involving the electron mass grs were
neglected, with the exception of terms involving X~ ' and
) 2 ', since these give nonzero results when integrated:

M'( q' q4)
I xxx+«+«

)iiq' 0 M' M4)

M'
~

q' q4q 'M4( q' q+ I
~xs+«+« I+ I

|xx+«
)tgq E Mg M4) q ( Mgi

M' gxg'Mo f q' q' )+ «+ I
|x»+xx» +xx»

2)tx)tg )Xxgq ( M' M4]

gxg'Mo ( q' q4 y+
I

+xo+xxxg +ux4
)xg q E M' M4)

FIG. 2. Proton brems-
strahlung diagrams.
(Virtual Comp ton ef-
fect.) k
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Peterson and Company, Evanston, 1955), Vol. I.
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a1= —as =r'/M',

4(Ps+Ps ) P1
a,=a, (p„p,)=1+ x+ +

M' 3Pr' M'

as as—(—ps) = 2x—p'p—s/2M',

ay= —4,

u8= —Sx,

a4= —as( —Ps —P1),

as as( Pl)

4r'x
ag ———2— +I p'—

4M'l (r'P +2( '+P ')l
r2) ( 2M' )

ato= aro(p1) = 4p1/M—,

a12——a12 (P1)= 1 2—P1/—M'+P'P 1/M',

a14 a14(p1) =—2x+p'pr/2M',

a11 a10( P3)

a13 a12( P3)i

als a14( P3)&

M 2pgl3 2py 3Ppy pg
bs=bs(p1, ps) =—1— + — — +—,

2X, X2r r' A,» A,

2p] py Spy p3 4Agpy
bs= bs(p1, ps) =

r' p, g3 M'yggr' M'p 3 3r'

4P3' 2P1P3 ( 1 1 )
b1(PHP3) +

I +
A2P13M M EP13 A2 J

psr' ( M')
+ I

1+
Mes ( 2P13)

occur are given in Appendix C. The following expansion
is used for the form factor:

2 3

E'(vs) =1+423I I+7 40I I+4 47I
(M4& &Mgi

This expansion deviates from the exponential form used
by Hofstadter to describe the experimental results, by
at most +4%%u~ for the largest values of qs considered.
The net error introduced by integrating over these
fluctuations is expected to be much smaller.

The calculation of 'the integrated cross section was
programmed for an IBM 650 computer and the results
are shown in Fig. 3 for different center-of-mass energies.
%e find the results to be substantially in agreement
with previous calculations (e.g. , Panofsky') using the
SchifI'-Rosenbluth formula. "Deviations at the lower
energies can be ascribed to the more precise evaluation
of the integrals used here.

C. Radiative Corrections

We have directly adopted the results of Bjorken,
Drell, and Frautschi, ' who calculated the radiative
corrections to the closely related process of pair pro-
duction. For the integrated cross section, the correc-
tions to the diagrams of Fig. 2 are neglected. Keeping
only terms of order u In(E/233), the radiative correction
is then given by

rr ( r' g 13
o.(radiative)= lnI ——

I
——2 ln

22r~ & 2132) 3 (AE)'

2(P1+Ps) (M r 2P31)
+2+

EA2P13 A2 )
b=b( —P, —P),

Xo.(brems. )+o1,

where 0-~ is due to the non-infrared-divergent part of

2(@1+ps) (2Msrs 4M2 )
bs=

I
+4— I, b4=bs( —Ps, —»),

r 4 A2P31 A2
I200 MEV

bg 4M'/Pstrs)—— bs= bs( —p» —p1) 8"-75

B. Integrated Cross Section

The cross section of particular interest is then given
by integrating over the recoil proton and the final
photon. For convenience, all integrations will be carried
out in the photon-proton center-of-mass system (i.e.,
where k+(}2——0). Unless otherwise specified, all en-
ergies and momenta will be in this system. The inte-
grated cross section then becomes

d'o. nrgsms ( es') b

dps'd02' 41rsM3 & er'~ b+Es I

The coe%cients a; and b, are not functions of the
photon direction and can therefore be taken outside
the integrals. The form factors are expanded in a power
series in qs/Ms for the integration. The integrals which

IIOO M
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FIG. 3. Integrated cross section as a function of the incident
electron energy in the laboratory for diferent values of the
center-of-mass energy, 8". The inelastically scattered electron is
observed at By=75'. The explicit contribution of the anomalous
moment included here varies from 1% at sr'= 350 Mev to 60% at
e~'= 700 Mev.

2 M. Rosenbluth, Phys. Rev. 79, 615 (1950).
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the two-real-photon emission. The energy resolution for
the integrated case we take as AE=k. We have not
made an estimate of o.~. The radiative correction
(not including 01) is about 5% for the regions of
interest. In the closely related process of pair produc-
tion, there are strong cancellations between o-~ and the
remainder of the radiative correction (for low energy
resolution) lowering the 5% estimate for pair produc-
tion to about 1%. It is possible that a similar type of
cancellation may occur in the radiative corrections
(with low resolution) considered here, and result in a
correction. much less than 5%. We do not consider the
unintegrated cross section here. In the latter case the
radiative corrections to the proton diagrams may also
be significant.
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APPENDIX A

Definitions of Symbols

Pl, Ql
——energy-momentum 4-vector of initial electron

and proton;

e.g. : pl= (yi, ~l) Ql= (Qi,E1)

p2, Q2, k= energy-momentum 4-vector of final electron,
proton, and photon, respectively.

(ub) = a„b)'= c'b' —a b,

q=e.-e.=e. ,

P2 Pl P21)

P= Q2+Ql,

l(j (kpj) y Aj (kej) ) P1 (plel) y p2 (p2Q2) )

~.= (e e.), "=(p.e.),.= (p.e.),
r'= 2212 2(plp2)—, q

=2M' 2(—Qle2), »2 p—l—p—2

Kinematics

»=Mp, ', @2=Mp, ', r'/2= —p, 'p, '(1—cos8'),

A2——»2+ r'/2.

For the electron energies considered we assume that
4, =p;. The energies in the photon-proton center-of-
mass system are

21= W '(A2+P2), El= W '(M2+»2), k= W 'A2,

e2——W-'(» —A2), E2= W '(M'+A2).
W= E2+k= center-of-mass energy of photon plus pro-

ton= (M'+2A2) 4.

gl= k(41 42 cos8),

g2= k(41 cos8 42),

f=M' E1E2. —
Here gl, g2, f are defined in terms of center-of-mass
system energies, and 8 is the angle between Pl and P2
in the center-of-mass system.

Y,i —Y i(1)+Y 1( )
APPENDIX 8

M9 gX2M9 '

M'
l q' P f p2q2 ) 2X1 2X2 r)22q2 2)22q2 r'q'

Y,l(') = ~ (1+)tl)2 + I
1—

2q4 l M2 2M2 E 4M ) X2 l).l Al 4
4'q' 2m'(plP)' 2~'(p2P)' q'(plP)'+q'(p2 )'

+ 1—
4M'

Y 1(2)—
M4 q' 22)2' 2m' (2)2' m2

~
' ( p2q2 p m'P'q' —2r)2'(kP) 2+22)22(p P)'+22)22(p2P) 2

(1+~)' — —
I

——
I +I 1—

q4 M' l41 )2 &y2 yi 3 ( 4M2) 2M9 gX2

The Y,l"' term is neglected in the limit rn2 —) 0.
We also note that the IMriI2 contribution can be

obtained from the above by a permutation (if @=0).

Y).o40 =M2Xtpermutation of (1/M2) Y,lj
Permutation: M' 2)2, P~ pl+ p2 'P; -+ Q;,

A; A; c.e.,~
g~t' '. m M.

APPENDIX C

The integrals which occur in the integrated cross sec-
tion are: (See Appendix A for defmitions of symbols—

all energies, angles, and momenta are in the center-of-
mass system. )

M' lrM4 4ep(f+gl)2
dQ ln

ll, q4 2k', (f+gl) . rN2(f 2—k'Qp)

'M'(fg +k'Q ')

k41(f+gl)'(f' k'QP)—
M' 2rM4 44p(f+gl)'

dQ = — ln
'Alq2 k41(f+gl) ' m2(f2 —k'Qp)
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M' 2m M' 4e»'
dQ = In--

X» .m'

q' 4n. (f+gg) 4eP 82rgt
dQ —=- ln

X» ke»
)

m' ke»

g
' dQ

82r(f+gr)2 4eP
ln

ke»3P

87r(k2QP 3g—P 4fg—r)
)

M k61

n22q2 82r(f+gt)
'dQ

2

m'3P ™ M'
~

dQ
XP 2(f+gr)

m'q'

) dQ

m2~4 " ~2 - 2 p m2q2

i dQ dQ
2(f+g&)X»'q'

m'3P I 3P '
t m'q'

Q dQ
XPq4 2(f+gr) 4

M' 2rM4

,

dQ
q4 f2 k2Q 2

M' 2rM' (f+kQ )
dQ = ln

kQr -(f—kQr)-

q' 82rf
i

dQ

dQ
B»X2

&M2
t
—r'~

n
ksr2 ~ ~2 ) '

APPENDIX D

Our calculation has taken into consideration only the
electrodynamic interaction. We examine here the

&r+&2 t'k(er+ e2) f(grer+goe2) )
dQ =/ +J q' E M' kQ 'M' )

M' 24r(grer+g2e2)

X~ dQ
a2 kQP

The corresponding integrals where X» has been re-
placed by X2 can be obtained from the above by the sub-
stitution g»

—+ g2, e» —+ e2.

Integrals of the same form as above, but where q'
has been replaced by 2A& can be obtained from the
above set of integrals by substitution; f~fjt4~ t42. —

Note: Q&=
~ Q& ~

(in center-of-mass system).

mesonic contribution of the virtual Compton process to
the diagrams II of Fig. 2. Karzas, Watson, et a/. 'have
computed the matrix element for the real Compton
eGect in the static limit. This includes essentially the
transverse part of the mesonic addition to J„~ ". We
denote the sum of these as J„"'.The

~
J~ ~' con-

tribution of the bremsstrahlung can be related to the
real proton Compton effect by a standard Weizsacker-
Williams treatment. ' In the limit of r' ~ 0, the relation
between these real and virtual processes becomes a
purely kinematic one,

d24r(bre mS.) 4ro (COmptOn)
lim
p'~o dP2'dQ2' 42r'Pr (1—cosg')

Therefore an estimate of this contribution for this
nonphysical limit can be made directly from the work
of Karzas et al. At resonance, where we expect the
e8ect to be most significant, we find

d'o (brems. ) cm
lim 1.6X 10—"
r'~o dp24dQ24 sterad-Mev

For small values of r' the result can be expected to be
insigni6cant.

We have not carried out the calculation for r'&0. If
we assume small longitudinal and scalar contributions
to the matrix element and a monotonic decrease be-
having roughly as ~F ~2, as in the corresponding meson
process (which is more slowly varying than the electro-
dynamic process) then we estimate from Fig. 3 that

~

J„'"~2 may contribute roughly 4/& correction to the
pure electrodynamic result for an incident electron
energy of 700 Mev at resonance. This estimate, how-
ever, does not include the mesonic part of the

~

J„""*J,„~

interference. We note that integration considerably re-
duced the pure electrodynamic part of the interference
term, but we have not made any attempt here to
ascertain whether the mesonic interference is likewise
affected. It is, however, probably the dominant correc-
tion to our result at resonance, at least for still larger
values of ~» than those considered here, although brems-
strahlung is less signi6cant as the background to pion
production by electrons in this case.

Note added in proof After this.—manuscript was sub-
mitted for publication we received a communication
from M. Dresden, T. Fulton, and D. S.Moroi informing
us of similar work" which confirms the expression for
Y,t. We wish to thank them for pointing out some errors
in our preprint.
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'0 Moroi, Dresden, g,nd Pg].ton, Bull. Qm, Phys. Soc., Ser. II, 3,

184 (1958).


